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Pope Francis wrote that “the mission of the communications media is to bring people together, shorten distances, provide
necessary information, and open minds and hearts to truth…”
As editors-in-chief of InSIde SI, we are dedicated to serving our school by showcasing a diverse array of voices, informing the
student body with well-researched and unbiased news articles, and incorporating Ignatian values through our work. We strive to
maintain a tight knit community on and off campus/on and off screen despite the physical distance. InSIde SI exists to bridge the
literal gap from the pandemic, but also the gaps left by the absent sports seasons, fine art performances, in-person classes and
activities. But most of all, Inside SI wants to reflect and represent the core of Ignatian values found in all parts of the campus. As
Ignatians we are called to justice. The recent and ongoing events of 2020 only serve to highlight the injustices present in our country
and in our community. InSIde SI rededicates itself to listening, learning, and uplifting

all perspectives. We hope you join us in both

reading and writing as one school. A.M.D.G.

CAMPUS CRAZE
Luke Veit '21

Editor-in-Chief

When SI students inevitably return to roam its halls and graze
on the commons food, how will we manage to stay 6 feet apart all
times? Here, the Editors-in-Chief of InSIde SI helpfully demonstrate
one such configuration for walking down the halls of the H.

Come one, come all! Interested in
writing for InSIde SI? Have an eye
for layout and design? Want a place
to showcase your creative art
skills? Look no further! Email
insidesi@siprep.org or
jwall21@siprep.org to join our team!
For new and returning writers,
please scan to fill out this form to
join our zoom meeting and get
involved in our first issue releasing
this
September!

Scan here for letters
to the Editor,
comments, and to
advertise in InSIde SI!
Left to right: Fiona M, Emma S, Luke M, Luke V, Fiona B & Josie W
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SI in Covid-land
Luke Veit '21

Editor-in-Chief

W

hile the start of the 2020-2021 school year may be online, SI plans to resume in-person classes if it is safe to do so after October 16. “Safe”

will depend on whether SF earns its way off Governor Newsom’s county watchlist for a sustained period of time.
A county must control case numbers (less than 100 cases per 100,000 residents), have more than 20% of hospital beds and ventilators
available, offer widespread testing of more than 150 tests per 100,000 residents, and avoid a 10% increase over three days for hospitalizations for
three days in order to leave the list.
Schools can only start in-person classes once a county has been off the watchlist for two weeks. In accordance with local regulations, SI will
begin online this fall August 31, with the same digital learning schedule from last year with the notable change that the school day will now begin
at 9:00 a.m. and end at 3:00 pm. While SI remains virtual, teachers will host office hours from 8:00-8:45 a.m. and 3:00-3:30 pm.
Once classes resume in-person instruction this school-year will feel extremely different. Perhaps most noticeably only half of each grade can
come to school each week. Switching back and forth week by week, half of each grade will show up for in person instruction four days a week
before moving online for the following week.
Each cohort is broken alphabetically to ensure that siblings go to school on the same day. This new “hybrid” schedule consists of four days of
classes followed by a class-free community day on Friday which offers a time for clubs and cross-cohort activities to meet. Even walking down
the halls of the “H” will not look the same; SI asks that students walk in halls with three to six feet of distance wherever possible. Markers will be
provided to assist distancing. In order to avoid crowding in the halls, passing periods will be 10 minutes long and certain classes and periods can
only use certain staircases.
During the 40 minute lunch period, students must eat either outside while distanced or inside their classrooms. Food service will be offered,
but only with prepackaged foods purchased with a student ID card instead of finger pay.

Once in the classroom, students will sit in desks six feet apart while classmates at home join through zoom. In order to protect SI

faculty with

special health situations, some teachers may teach virtually the entire year even while half their class sits in the classroom.
To best support students emotionally and academically, SI also plans to offer counseling services outside, in well-ventilated offices with
masks on, or virtually. Masks, bandanas, or face coverings will be required at all times while in the school building. If a student tests positive for
COVID-19, then that student’s classes will be sent home for that week and anyone else that they interacted with will be notified.
Most school years, SI has a toxic habit: going to class even while sick. Due in part to the high pressure environment, sporting events or fine
arts rehearsals,

and the quick pace of classes, students are terrified of missing one day of class. This year, it will be extremely important that

students who feel any symptoms stay home to protect classmates and teachers.
SI plans to take all measures possible to protect the identity of students who test positive, but it has also taken steps to destigmatize missing
class by ensuring that classes will be provided online. It is vitally important that students who display any symptoms stay home to prevent further
spread and to allow classmates to continue in-person instruction.
Students can expect to move back and forth between the digital learning and hybrid schedule even after in person instruction begins. In
response to surges in cases, new health conditions, and local regulations, SI will bounce between schedules so moving to the hybrid schedule will
not be a one time event; instead, SI will most likely repeat the transition throughout the year. However, throughout the year students and teachers
have the right to individually decide whether to attend in person classes or remain digital.

Tips and Tricks to Be Successful during Hybrid Learning
Aidan Stecher '21

A
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Contributing Editor

s the days of August roll by, the end of what seems like a never-ending summer draws near. However, this year, the return to school will

look very different. Due to the novel coronavirus that has swept the state and the country, SI is implementing distance learning and eventually
hybrid learning for the reopening of

school. These are a few tips and tricks to be successful during distance learning and during the upcoming

hybrid model is implemented.
1) Start your Day Strong
It has been proven that starting the day off right can lead to feeling better and being more productive. Have a morning routine that is simple for
you, such as making your bed, having breakfast, and getting changed. These steps will not only make you be more prepared for zoom calls
throughout the day, but also helps you stay focused and be more productive.
2) Separate your Workspace
Reserve a place in your house specifically for online learning. This will help in creating a similar atmosphere to a classroom, which will keep
you on task, organized, and productive.
3) Take frequent breaks
Throughout your day make sure to take breaks. During breaks make sure to move around, get fresh air, and even get a drink of water. Not only
do breaks move your body, they also help you stay focused and keep you motivated. Taking breaks is great for your body and your brain.
4) Keep a Schedule
Keeping a schedule will help you stay organized and retain some of the structure of regular school. Using a planner is an easy way to keep
track of assignments and classes, and offers a way to schedule important breaks. If you keep a schedule, it will be easier to adapt and stay orderly
during the transition between distance and hybrid learning.
5) Ask for Help
Make sure to keep direct communication with your teachers and school and ask questions when you need to. There are many resources for you
to utilize at school to help you learn better during these tough times. This will help you be able to stay organized and keep a schedule.

Be sure to

check your email and Canvas daily because communication is key!

The New Etiquette: Zoom and Face Mask Edition
Fiona McNamara '21

Editor-in-Chief

W

ith the majority of our lives taking place on Zoom at the moment, we have to develop a whole new set of manners. Eye contact requires a

camera “on” to capture a full face. A greeting becomes a silent wave, a yes, or a nod.

Who could forget the infamous thumbs up for how one is

doing? Chatting in class requires an open mic, but the mute button saves us all from family noise in the background. We also have to keep in mind
a few pet peeves of our teachers as well: be on time, don’t use a pillow as a desk, and don’t feature your forehead rather than your face.

Here are

a few tips...

Davis’ and Escobar’s Ten Zoom Commandments

Face mask requirements also have introduced a whole
new social etiquette. Wear a mask and wear it right

1. Use your full name on Zoom
2. Wear proper Clothing (No substance/unacceptable messages permitted)

(over your mouth and nose) or endure the judgy stares
from your fellow grocery store workers, neighbors,

3. No Zoom Bombing (Stay in your own meeting)
4. Virtual backgrounds and turning the camera off need to be approved by your

etc. Even outdoor spaces with narrow trails call for a
mask! And these masks don’t have to make you

teacher

unfriendly! Greet your neighbors with a wave or a

5. Do not disturb the class and use nice language
6. Use devices responsibly. No texting, plagiarizing, or harassing of any kind
7. Sit up at a table or workspace (unfortunately, that means no more bed zooms)
8. Behave in an online classroom as you would in a normal classroom

hello rather than a smile hidden by a mask. It is far
more important (and polite) to wear a mask and wear
it correctly than to greet others with a friendly smile.
So, do your part and wear a mask...it’s really not that

9. No recording/photos unless permitted

PSA: Virtual Detention exists

hard!

10. Be on time to your Zoom

For more information:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VO4Rx0KcRx_UfcypVOLaSod1UwcpOucR3wz3Be_VjRA/edit

One Big Wildcat Welcome
Emma Stecher ’21

A

Editor-in-Chief

lthough you might not see these faces through your Zoom screens due to our start

of the year off campus, SI is excited to welcome these fifteen new faculty members to the
Ignatian community!
Working with the Father Sauer Academy will be six new AVC members: Meg Crowley
’16, Hart Ayoob ’16, Ricky Matthews ’15, Xander Paras ’17, Andrew Stranahan ’16, and
Manny Tonna ’15. All have served their communities in college by taking on many roles
from being field hockey club president, to tutoring at the public library, to even offering
expertise in Egyptian papyri. The Father Sauer Academy is also proud to welcome Calvin
Nickelson and Alexander Eby as new teachers to the middle schoolers and Gabriela
Rojas-Martinez as a new counselor. Their efforts in preparing the young scholars for high
school and beyond are greatly appreciated. We are happy that they will be joining us this
year!
Joining the high school front are a group made up of five new teachers and
counselors. Inside SI welcomes Natalia “Nikki” Narvaez from the class of 2010 as a new
English teacher. Michael Patterson will join her in working on the academic front of
things at SI as a new science teacher. Both are excited to start working with their students
and their curricula! From the more administrative perspective, Gianna Galletta will serve
as the new learning center director. In addition Jessi Havel and Patrick

Lorenzo will be

working as Personal and Academic and College Counselors respectively.
SI would also like to extend support to those transitioning roles at SI. In the counseling
department this includes new counseling chair Nick Calabrese and Tim Egan, Donna
Murphy, and Terri Law shifting to various roles as teachers and therapists for the
wellness department. In addition we extend support to Sheila Johnstone who will be
taking on a more permanent role as yoga instructor in the athletic department and in class
for students at SI. The student body will be lucky to have all of this new talent and spirit
on campus! Welcome to SI!

A Covid Campus Ministry Update
Emma Stecher ’21

T

Editor-in-Chief

he COVID-19 pandemic unfortunately has forced classes to be online and with that also comes the

postponement and cancellation of many campus events. While they have already transitioned onto a
virtual platform to continue functions like FML and the quarterly prayer services, these campus events
include the annual immersion trips over the summer and the retreats that happen during the year
through campus ministry.

The Safe Return Plan, sent by Ms. Levine in late July offered general guideline that retreats could
not be given at this time. As for how campus ministry plans to address the issue, there is no clear path
yet. The campus ministry team has been meeting to figure out ways to still have some form of the
retreats. Mr. Ottersberg has said that Campus Ministry’s primary goal is to ensure that as many
people can participate in the retreats as safely as possible whether or not the retreats take a modified
format.
For immersion, Ms. Setiady has set up the first of a potential series of immersive programs to take
place the week of August 24th. The program will last 4 days and will feature guest speakers so as to
provide a meaningful experience for all participants. According to Ms. Setiady, many of the activities
for participants will remain the same with lots of focus on maintaining the core pillars that immersion
emphasizes. This year this will all just be done on zoom.
Though these modifications may seem lacking in connection, they still provide an extremely
meaningful way to engage with our faith. We can only hope that the start of the year brings more
ways to connect with the Jesuit tradition and community that we all share with pride.

Big Cats Join Little Cats On a Pandemic Prowl
Maya Mcclain ’21 and Lucia Doty ’21

D

Managing Editors

espite the pandemic, Big Cats are on the prowl. The Big Cat program looks a lot different during the pandemic with many new,

creative, and exciting programs we expect will last well past the pandemic.
In the past, seniors were paired with freshmen at orientation solely by alphabetical order. Instead of just walking the freshman through
orientation,

we wanted to create a more personal relationship between freshman and their upperclass “big siblings.” Even prior to officially

meeting the incoming freshman, Mr. Glosser’s goal of increasing engagement is a huge success.
nstead of being randomly placed in a group with 5-6 students, this year we have carefully and individually paired 2-3 freshmen with a Big Cat
who has something in common, i.e. a shared interest in activities (sports, performing arts, publications, clubs), grammar school, or home
neighborhood.
The planning team spent copious hours trying to build that personalized connection between upperclassmen and the incoming students. Our
biggest goal was to make the freshman feel that SI is their school, and that they are an integral part of the community even before their first day.
Each senior has already had a zoom with their freshman to get to know each other on a personal level. We are excited to welcome these new
students to our school, and to already start building those personal connections.
Is this revamped program going to move into the future?
Our hope is that the revamped program lasts well into the future. We feel like this program is not only beneficial to the incoming students, but
it also allows the seniors to take an active role within the community. In addition to more personalized groupings,

Big Cats will text every student

who applies to SI, call each accepted family, and contact the new class 2 months prior to their first day. Since we love SI, we want to share that
excitement with incoming freshmen, even before their acceptance.
Ultimately, we want new Ignatians to know how welcoming our community is, and how much fun they will have at SI. We want those
relationships to carry past admission and orientation and through the whole year. We had a lot of great plans such as a scavenger hunt, football
games, school dances and more. Sadly, with Covid-19 we have had to make a lot of changes.
Seniors will stay in contact with their freshmen throughout the whole year. It’s definitely hard for freshmen to spend their first weeks of school
from their homes, not on campus. We can remember how nervous we were on our first day of school, but not being able to physically be on campus
must be scary for them. So our hope is that we can help calm those nerves, and help them feel comfortable in this crazy time.
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Summer Camps
Jack Stecher '23

D

Contributing Editor

ue to the pandemic and lockdown in San Francisco (and most of the world), there was very little we could do to keep ourselves

entertained aside from Netflix and Disney Plus. Students could take summer school classes and continue learning virtually thanks to the already
established lockdown zoom schedule. However, athletes faced a different challenge. SI’s Athletic Department rescued Wildcats from boredom
with two sets of three-week camps allowing athletes to maintain conditioning and prepare for the upcoming seasons in a safe environment. Extra
precautions were taken to ensure that there would not be a virus epidemic among the camp goers. And SI succeeded: after 6 weeks, no cases of
the virus. Every athlete had temperature checks and frequently used hand washing stations. Players were separated into pods to ensure social
distancing. There were frequent reminders via signs and tape indicators to maintain the required six feet distance. Masks were kept on until all
of the previously mentioned precautions were taken, and the groups began physical activity. All coaches kept their distance and remained
masked throughout the entirety of the camp. Due to the students' cooperation and the effective guidelines put out by the athletic and health
department the SI Summer Camps did not have any positive COVID-19 cases. SI camps even made the evening news on KPIX!

Fall Sports Update
Luke McFadden '22

S

Associate Editor of Production

I Life will be very different this fall due to the virtual start, but mostly because the WCAL and the CIF have determined that there will be no athletic

competition - no cross country, no field hockey, no water polo, no tennis, no golf, and no volleyball or football!. Isabelle Lo, a junior who played on the JV girl’s
basketball team last year, says, “I totally understand the reason for this postponement. I just wish my teammates, coaches, and I can get right to work when we can
see each other again in person.” That sentiment is reflected in all SI athletes itching to get back on the field, the court, the track, and in the pool.
On July 21, the Central Coast Section (CCS), under the umbrella of the California Interscholastic Federation (CIF), announced their plans for the upcoming
sports season. SI plays in the Central Coast Section (CCS) and will conduct this year’s activities according to their plans.
The 18 sports were divided into two different Seasons, Season 1 and Season 2. Season 1 will consist of Cross Country, Field Hockey, Football, Water Polo, and
Volleyball. The first day of practice for these sports will be December 14. The first day of contests will be December 28. Each section final will be held in March
(with the exception of football, whose section final will be held in April).
Season 2 will consist of all other sports. Two of which— Soccer, and Tennis (team and individual)— have their first practices in late February of 2021.
Basketball, Baseball, Softball, Lacrosse, and Track begin their practices in mid-March. All sports in Season 2 will hold their section finals in either May or June of
2021.
Below is a table showing the full CCS 2020-21 sports schedule. Along with the schedule changes, CCS had temporarily modified bylaws 600-605 which say,
according to the CIF media release, “students will be allowed to participate on an outside team at the same time they participate on their high school team.”
When Mr. Glosser was asked about this, he remarked that “SI only controls SI activities. We can not control club teams.” He also acknowledged that while
athletes might be allowed to participate in both club and high school leagues, their choice about which to prioritize will likely have an effect on their playing time. In
addition, players will be able to compete both in high school and club leagues simultaneously.
Matt Mohler ’22, a baseball player, explains that “Sports at St. Ignatius demands a lot of physical energy. I did club baseball on the side freshman year, but with
practices everyday of the week I eventually had to pick one or the other. Coaches expect 100% of you everyday of the week.” In addition, some traditional sports
that attract two-sport players will be in the same season. I asked Mr. Glosser if SI would be recommending that students focus on one sport or stay neutral. He said,
“That will be left up to individual coaches and personal decisions by players. That’s partially why we are planning to hold tryouts in the fall in order to give athletes
and coaches as much time as possible to figure that out.”
Another obvious question is how athletes will stay active during the fall given that their seasons will not begin officially until mid-December. Many sports,
including Cross Country, have been sending out Summer and Fall workout plans. According to Mr. Glosser, there are plans for athletes to be able participate in
strength and conditioning programs, open gyms and fields, and participate in the improved and expanded intramural program throughout the fall.
The San Francisco Department of Public Health will have the final say with regards to the extent of those programs. Once the seasons get underway and practices
begin, the formatting will completely depend on the state of the virus and the health guidelines offered by the city.
Luke Veit, a senior who runs cross country, says that “Coach Alv has been helpfully sending out complete training details that have made it super easy to continue
training without a structured practice.”
One final question that all SI fans are asking is whether or not fans will be allowed at any point during the year. When I asked Mr. Glosser, he said, “I have to have
hope.” While maintaining hope, he also said, “I cannot see high school having fans if pro and college do not.” If fan attendance is prohibited or limited, Mr. Glosser
said watch parties and virtual rallies are definitely going to be considered. Although there are some minor questions remaining, one thing is clear: SI’s athletes
and coaches will continue to work hard and make SI proud.
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The Magic MUNI Bus
Luke Veit '21

S

Editor-in-Chief

ome things never change! Even in the midst of an unprecedented return to school, students will still need rides this fall. For some SI students

(and faculty) a ride looks like the red and gray of an SF MUNI bus. Boden Hammett ’22 said, “If we go back to school sometime this year, I don’t
know if I’ll take the bus due to coronavirus concerns, but I look forward to seeing how the muni system will handle the situation.”
Unfortunately, public transportation has been one of the most heavily impacted city services. Several lines shut down all summer. When they
return this fall (assuming they may still safely do so), taking the bus to school may look very different.
Starting August 22nd, some city bus lines resumed service after a summer-long hiatus while others may never roam city streets again. In order to
ensure sanitary social distancing, MUNI plans to increase the number of buses along heavily trafficked routes and cut down on waiting times.
For MUNI rail, trains will run less frequently but include a greater number of compartments to reduce backups on the rails. Among the newly
reinstated routes are the 7-Haight/Noriega, 67-Bernal Heights, and 48-Quintara while the 28-19th Ave and 29-Sunset will increase bus number and
frequency. (See if your line has been affected here)
The 48-Quintara will no longer run services out to Sunset Boulevard; instead, it will start at 24th and Mission and end at West Portal. In order to
get to SI from West Portal Station, muni-goers must take the L train to Sunset and Taraval.
While greater bus frequency may finally feel like a solution to waiting 20 minutes for the 29 [Full disclosure: the author takes the bus frequently],
public transit users can actually expect longer waits. Despite the fact there are more buses, those buses will reach peak capacity faster since drivers
will severely limit passenger numbers; this will particularly affect already crowded buses.
Jack Boguszewski ’21, a regular 29 bus rider, pointed out that the 29 usually “fills up pretty quick with Lowell and SI kids, not to mention regular
commuters so aisles are usually packed to maximum capacity.” The MUNI website projects that they will need “three times the number of buses” for
the same number of riders, and customers can expect to “feel like there is only 20 or 25 percent of our pre-Covid Service available.”
Additionally, the expected decline in ridership will bleed out MUNI’s budget. In a statement on the MUNI website, SFMTA Chairman Jeffrey
Tumlin predicted $568 million loss over the next two years and stated that “We will be draining our fund reserve and spending one-time money just
to sustain the service we have. Absent new outside funding, we fall off a financial cliff in 2023, just as the city needs us the most to support its
economic recovery.”
The huge costs of maintaining MUNI lines has meant that SFMTA leadership has already had to make difficult choices regarding funds. SFMTA
halted plans to increase free, unlimited use clipper cards among low and middle income families by making the income restrictions more inclusive.
The program still exists for a limited number of San Francisco residents (find out if you qualify here).
In order to ensure buses are available for essential workers and essential visits, SFMTA asks that would-be customers consider biking, walking,
taxiing, or carpooling before resorting to public transportation. One thing remains certain, walking and biking—if possible—offer a safer, greener,
and cheaper alternative to the SF public bus.

The Hopkins McManus Contest Winners
Excerpt from Mr. White’s email.
The Scholarship Contest focused on the stories, experiences, and journeys surrounding
immigration, migration, and the general movement of people. I would like to say thank you to all of the
30+ students who applied, the faculty judges, and the Fathers Club for their support.
Congratulations to our six winners!
Mikey Damir '21, Cristopher Lopez '20, Maria Valladares Lozano '22,
Kassandra Navarrete ‘21, Areni Panosian '21, Annika Pyo '21
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Quarancation
Fiona McNamara ’21

Editor-in-Chief

S

ummer vacation calls for summer travels! Despite the pandemic, many have discovered innovative ways to travel safely and responsibly. Some

of these staycations include road trips down the coast in a trusty RV, warm weather day-trip escapes to Sonoma or Napa, and even daring backpacking
trips!
Yosemite and Tahoe have become the travel hot spots. Many of our student body have gone backpacking in the mountains and have even
swapped internet access for a deeper connection with nature and those around them.
Luke Veit ‘21 shared his backpacking experience: “This summer has provided an awesome opportunity to explore our own backyard as
Californians by backpacking in national parks like Desolation Wilderness. Backpacking is a fantastic way to experience undisturbed nature and find
sweet views and lakes that are off the beaten path. Social distancing is a breeze in the great outdoors of California.”
However, for more relaxing travels, many have taken to Sonoma and Napa via AirBnB. Even though Airbnb has dealt with employment cuts of
25% and has only reported half of its usual profit, $31 million, in April, “the company still has enough cash to survive.” And, that’s thanks to its hosts,
some of whom are SI families, who view Airbnb as a safe getaway from the bustling city.
Fiona Clayton ’21, who stayed in a Sonoma Airbnb, said, “Staying in an AirBnb offers an opportunity to get away from the city and bond with
one’s family in nature, a truly extraordinary experience, especially in the present.”
Even day drives down the coast can be an escape and a vacation. Many have taken to the roads this summer to Half Moon Bay, Santa Cruz,
Carmel, and San Luis Obispo. Not only are the drives scenic and a way to bond with others, but they also provide a great way to stay active and seek
out new hiking trails and beaches, while maintaining a comfortable distance from people.
Campbell Tsung ’21 said, “It was really interesting seeing the differences between each state or city we visited. The best part was visiting the
national parks in Utah. Because we were traveling during the pandemic, the main goal was keeping everyone safe. Many of the major cities had
temperature checks and masks requirements. Other smaller towns didn’t regulate as much though. Overall, it was really cool seeing some of the states
you wouldn’t necessarily take a trip to visit and seeing the national parks!”
Vacations are still happening even in our own backyard, and people seem to be enjoying them as much as (if not more than) ever!

In

unprecedented challenging times, California’s natural beauty provides a silver lining and an opportunity to explore the environment that we do not
even need to get in an airplane to see.

Summertime Must Watch: Hamilton and Avatar
Fiona McNamara ’21 and Fiona Baxter '21

O

Editors-in-Chief

n July 3, 2020, Disney Plus released the renowned broadway musical Hamilton and gave us the best seats in the house. Leslie Odom Jr,

cast as Aaron Burr, positively exceeded every expectation and truly made the audience want to be “in the room where it happened” with his
passionate yet tender voice and captivating dance moves. Who could forget Jonathan Groff’s hilarious acting as King George III? Adding to the
hilarity was the up close and personal view of the King spitting; luckily, the audience was out of his range and safe in our living rooms!
Viewing Hamilton on the screen definitely did not disappoint critics either. On Rotten Tomatoes, which reviews many of the most popular
films and movies, exclaimed that “Hamilton” is a perfect 100% fresh based on 67 reviews.” The RT critics say, “Look around, look around at how
beautifully ‘Hamilton’ shines beyond Broadway — and at how marvelously Thomas Kail captures the stage show’s infectious energy.” The
Broadway award-winner has become even more delightful in American homes,

revamped American History, and blown us all away.

Avatar: The Last Airbender premiered in 2005, yet fans from around the globe watched the
cartoon as it came out on Netflix this past May.
The world consists of four nations, each home to people based on their respective elements which
characters can also control: earth, water, fire, and air. In the previous 100 years, the Fire Nation
colonized and terrorized each state trying to achieve world domination. Katara and Sokka, siblings from
the Southern Water Tribe, discover Aang, a twelve-year-old boy after he was trapped in an iceberg for
100 years. They soon become friends and learn he is both the last Airbender and the Avatar. They travel
around the world to fulfill Aang’s duty as the Avatar to master all four elements and bring peace to the
world before the Firelord accomplishes his conquest of the planet.
Rated 9.2/10 on IMDb, Avatar: The Last Airbender is a must-watch for people of all ages. Aside
from the cartoon, Netflix has announced a live-action version of the series, and fans looking for more
content can check out Avatar: The Last Airbender comics and series The Legend of Korra set in the
same universe.
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Can You Guess the Expression?
Luke Veit '21

Editor-in-Chief

T

his upcoming school year will be seen through the lens of a zoom box or a face mask. Are you up to the challenge of

interpreting facial expressions with the limited clues we have? Take this test to find out: try to connect the emotion to each
numbered face. (Answers below) Good luck!

)1( lartueN ,)1( ssendaS
,)1( esirpruS ,)1( msicitpekS ,)1( noisufnoC ,)1( regnA :srewsnA

If you are tired of the bland surgical masks, don't worry! There are plenty of creative,
colorful, and powerful masks out on the market. Some of the fashionable and patterned
masks sold by Etsy Sellers are pictured above.

Graduation 2020
Luke Veit ’21

Si Updates
Editor-in-Chief

The SI class of ’20 gathered on final time, one at a time,
to collect their diplomas and participate in a drive-by
graduation on July 20. The previous night seniors celebrated
Baccalaureate Mass held in St. Ignatius Church through
Youtube Live with speeches and songs from faculty and
students.
Awards:
Salutatorian — Finnegan Rollings, see his speech here
Valedictorian — Owen Veit, watch his speech here
Loyalty Award — Tom Quach
Fr. Sauer Academic Excellence Award — Darya Clark
Ignatian Award — Isabelle Goodrow

“St. Ignatius’ First Ever Socially-Distanced Graduation and Baccalaureate Mass”
pictured: Owen Veit ’20, Tom Quach ‘20, Darya Clark ’20, Isabelle Goodrow ’20 at the
drive-by graduation

SI Lost in Time: Covid-19 Time Capsule
Luke Veit ’21

Editor-in-Chief

As Covid-19 cases began to rise and school shut down last fall, high schoolers around the nation
experienced a spring semester unlike any before. In the midst of those unprecedented times, Izzy
Spanswick ‘21 had the idea to capture students’ unique experiences through prose, poetry, and
artwork. This project became the 2020 SI Time Capsule, a collection of submissions from the student
body that attempts to capture what the pandemic feels like in the SI community. The capsule dropped
on August 27 so search your inbox! Spanswick ’21 professes her “thanks veryone who submitted pieces
as they are all truly moving and I can’t wait for the rest of SI to experience your talent and creativity!”
Look in your inbox for the link and don’t forget to check it out!

The Many Windows of SI: An Introspective
Josie Wall ’21

Much of this school year will be viewed
through a Zoom Window

Eyes, the window to the soul

Editor-in-Chief

Want to Start a New
Club? Click here for
forms. Due September 4

Browser Windows are a student’s best friend

- club Sign up form

Alas the shiny new windows of the “H“ have no students to
longingly look through them at the outside
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Club Corner

- club funding (available
starting august 31)
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